The current EMS Rules require providers staffing EMS vehicles to have a current Arkansas EMSP license. Arkansas students participating in advanced clinical, or field internships are required to have a current Arkansas EMSP license. The Section has posted a list of EMSPs that expired on March 31, 2022, on our website. See the link below.

https://www.healthy.arkansas.gov/programs-services/topics/license-renewal-information-for-EMS

Verification of EMSP status (EMS level and expiration date) can be checked online from your computer on the same website at https://aremslicense.adh.arkansas.gov. Click on the “Look Up” button on the front page. You will then be taken to the verification page where you will enter the last name, date of birth, and Arkansas EMS license number for the EMSP you wish to verify. These are required fields. Verification will give the full name of the provider, EMS number, level, and date of expiration.

The Section of EMS urges all Arkansas licensed emergency medical services to verify the status of any person whose name appears on the list. Should you find an error or have questions, please contact the Section of EMS at 501-661-2262 to speak to a Specialist.

Your assistance in this matter is appreciated.